SCORPION TRACK.COM

Technologically Advanced
Stolen Vehicle Tracking & Fleet Management System
Award Winning







Best Consumer Tracking System
Best Security Product
Best Fleet Management System
Best British Product
Best UK Business
Best Advertising Campaign

Part of the Scorpion group
A trusted brand established in vehicle security since 1973
Excellence in Automotive Product Design

GPS Stolen Vehicle
Tracking & Recovery
Advanced GPS Satellite & GSM Technology with Multiple Sensors











British Designed and Manufactured
Insurance Approved Cat. 6
24Hr Monitored
3 Year Warranty
Worldwide Coverage, Thatcham Approved
Low Battery Text & Email Alert
Battery Tamper Alert - Movement Text Alert
Location on Demand via Website & Smartphone
We do not store your location or speed history!
Now with - KeyGuard technology

How does it work?
ScorpionTrack actively protects your vehicle against illegal movement using GPS
geo fence technology along with latest technology movement detection hidden
within the vehicle.
Upon Illegal movement detection ScorpionTrack will discretely notify our
international control centre of a possible theft.
Fully trained 24hr ScorpionTrack monitoring staff will contact you with vehicle
movement details in order to confirm a theft in line with current Police
legislation and procedures. ScorpionTrack will continue to track any alarmed
vehicle until recovery or false alarm has been confirmed.
Once theft has been confirmed
and a crime reference number
has been obtained from the
Police, ScorpionTrack operatives
will liaise with the Police in order
to recover the vehicle.
Upon recovery, the
ScorpionTrack operator can
arrange for the return of the
vehicle to the customers desired
location. *Scorpion is not liable
for any cost incurred for
recovery.

ScorpionTrack will
continue to track
any alarmed
vehicle until
recovery or false
alarm has been
confirmed.

Industry leading
120 days battery
life that is
recharged upon
starting of the
vehicle

Technologically
Advanced System
- Developed with
high recovery rate
performance in
mind.

How accurate is ScorpionTrack
ScorpionTrack is able to provide, speed, direction, ignition state, battery condition and location details down to 500
yard accuracy to the Police control room in the event of a theft.
This information is gained using the very latest in UK designed and manufactured electronics along with the already
proven GPS and GSM technologies.
All of this along with Thatcham approval to the highest standard ensures the best accuracy currently available
through such technology.

Online Paperless Registration
Customer Account Area

Free live location pinging on
demand via website and smart
phone friendly website

What is Thatcham?
Thatcham's pioneering work in this field, in collaboration
with vehicle and security equipment manufacturers,
together with the police has brought about a major
reduction in UK vehicle crime. The Thatcham security testing
regime is considered to be one of the most rigorous in the
world and acts as a model for crime prevention efforts
internationally.
During the early 1990s, the news was filled with stories of joy-riders stealing cars and the subsequent damage and
suffering they were causing. In 1992, the British insurance industry tasked Thatcham with improving vehicle
security.
Thatcham engineers continuously analyse theft methods and new theft techniques used to break into or steal
vehicles. This enables them to update the Security Criteria to combat new theft techniques. they use this
information to keep vehicle manufacturers and security manufacturers updated on new attack methods, enabling
them to improve on potential weak points in a vehicle's security design.
ScorpionTrack has been subjected to the rigorous Thatcham test requirements to meet there TQA level in vehicle
tracking system approval. This will cater for any insurance company TQA tracking system requirement.

ScorpionTrack KeyGuard
ScorpionTrack KeyGuard is a subscription upgrade available
to you which offers a text alert direct to your chosen number
notifying you when the vehicles ignition is turned on.
You can turn KeyGuard on and off whenever you require, as
many times as you like, which can be done via your
ScorpionTrack customer account online via Computer or any
Smartphone / Tablet.
What Are The Benefits
KeyGuard offers protection against the following scenarios:


Early warning upon theft of vehicle with keys



Notification of unauthorised use of vehicle by other members of family who may have access to Keys, i.e
teenage children whilst the owner is away from home



Notification of unauthorised use whilst vehicle and keys are in the charge of long stay parking
organisations

There is an additional charge for KeyGaurd on top of the customers chosen subscription.
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